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Project Definition

 Implementing a smart meter that computes the power 

consumption in the house and communicates with the 

controller with a program and the user over the internet.

 The project will also have the capability to disable some of the 

loads based on the current electricity price and demand.



Project Objectives

 Reduce consumption

 Reduce costs for consumers

 Computing the electricity cost for the user in both power consumption 

and price

 Providing the costumer and company with a bill

 Disable unnecessary loads based on power consumption and 

necessity



Project Specifications

 Using Wi-Fi for communication

 Power of 220 V, 60 Hz

 Calculating the accumulated cost of consumed energy

 Providing the electricity bill to the customer and to the company

 Controlling consumed energy by disabling unnecessary loads



Project Architecture



Background (problem)

 289,929,150.000 MWh (2018)



Background (solution)

 Customer can adjust their habits to use more during 

off peak hours to lower electric bills

 Automated and remote meter reading

 Compute energy consumption

 Enabling dynamic pricing



Subsystem 1( measuring)

 Measuring  Voltage

- Constant voltage saves time and effort, its not 

accurate.

- Voltage reading using voltage transformer with 

ratio of 220:3 V.

- Connecting between Arduino and transformer 

is a circuit we found to scale down and offset 

the AC signal. 

- Voltage source created by another voltage 

divider connected across the Arduino's power 

supply



Subsystem 1( measuring)

 Measuring Current

- - Adding a bias to the current signal using 

a voltage source created by voltage divider 

connected across the Arduino's power 

supply because Arduino only accept 

positive values

- - Arduino can only deal with voltage so a 

small resistor was added so that when the 

secondary current of the transformer pass 

through it voltage will be produced and 

measured



Subsystem 2 (programming)

 Float ; Take V & I readings

 Sump : V*I to find P and add to old values of P

 Take 1000  Irms and Vrms values and add them 
together

 End for loop



Subsystem 2 (programming)

 Calculate Preal = take abs value of P ( sump /1000)

 Calculate Irms and  Vrms and calculate P apparent from them

 Calculate Power factor from real power and apparent power

 Calculate energy and bill



Alternatives

Voltage

- One alternative is not using voltage reading instead they specify  
specific voltage level that stays constant

Current

- Alternative for current measurement is using a current transducer 
but it requires power supply also its core is not split type to make 
connection easier

PF

- Instead of calculating pf through approximation, we ordered a piece of 
equipment to get actual voltage and hence get actual pf



Testing



Testing



Testing



Visualizing the Data



AC Voltage Sensor Module 

(zmpt101b)

To measure the real 

supply of voltage and 

therefore, measure 

actual P.F.



Challenges

Fall 2019:

- Wall socket doesn’t give exactly 220 V and therefore the 

transformer gives us above 3 V (but still within Arduino range)

Spring 2020:

- The Arduino that we had was ruined

- We had to learn how to make an HTML page

- Some components are delayed in customs



Progress Report



Budget Estimate 
Components Price

(3) Arduino Mega Microcontroller 310 SR

AC Voltage Sensor Module ZMPT101B 100 SR

Current Transformer 200 SR

Voltage Transformer 60 SR

Relays

5V 4 Channel Solid State Relay 40 SR

Elegoo 4 Channel dc 5v Relay Module 40 SR

SSR-40DA 40A Temperature Control Solid State Relay 40 SR

LCD 20 SR

Wires 100 SR

Breadboard 130 SR

Loads

Heater 100 SR 

Fan 50 SR

Motor 100 SR

Total 1320 SR
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